
isn’t part of AFLV’s sta�, but he very much appreciated the “smooth 
transition” to a virtual AMS environment. Based in North Carolina and 
functioning as AFLV’s Director of Registration, he couldn’t fulfill his 
responsibilities without netFORUM.

Kyle, a super-user of netFORUM, manages AFLV’s registration processes 
from his o�ce two time zones away. “Yet we, the entire AFLV team, are all 
on the same page. I can be at my o�ce, at home, or on site running an 
event, and I can see real-time stats and data -- the same information in the 
same format no matter where I am.” (perhaps change “super-user” to 
“mega-user” so we don’t have two super-somethings so close?)

Impact: Improved online experience for members

Since netFORUM’s implementation, AFLV members have enjoyed a new 
and improved online experience. Once they got used to logging in on the 
AFLV website and maintaining online profiles, they discovered they had 
everything they needed in one place. They no longer need to contact the 
AFLV o�ce to update their membership profile information, register for 
events, make purchases, or get contact information for other members. 
They have the convenience of being able to do everything for themselves, 
and with instant results.

AFLV’s billing has also greatly improved. Now members can view and print 
invoices and receipts, and automatically receive payment confirmations 
when checks are received and processed by AFLV. “Our previous system 
wasn’t automated. When members needed confirmation, there was an 
annoying lag in response time,” says Tricia.

AFLV recently changed their membership structure from one primary 
point of contact to multiple points of contact. “Avectra listened to what we 
needed, took our feedback, and made that new functionality happen for 
us. It’s going to be very helpful going forward and improve the member 
experience.”

Impact: Enhanced customer service 

In the past, AFLV sta� had to access multiple systems to get a clear 
picture of a member’s status and activities. “It’s been great to have 
everything in one place,” says Tricia. “When a member calls, anyone on 
sta� can go into their profile and see their membership status, the events 
they’ve attended, and purchases made. Even if a colleague doesn’t know 
anything about our conference registration process, they can see the data, 
have an informed conversation, make some decisions, and help that 
member.”

The streamlining and improvement of operational processes is a big hit 
with sta�. “The dashboard makes it easy to figure out where we are and 
what we need,” says Tricia. “We’re collecting better data from registrants 
and getting the reports we really need. We’re even closing more invoices, 
and that means collecting more money.”

Impact: Sales and marketing success for show sta� and exhibitors

Kyle uses netFORUM to manage relationships with conference, workshop, 
and webinar attendees, vendors, exhibitors, advertisers, and sponsors. “We 
view netFORUM as a clearinghouse for all our member and revenue 
partner interactions. It’s easy to look at an exhibitor’s history in netFORUM 
and have purposeful conversations about how they can increase their 
meeting ROI. We can explain the benefits of higher level sponsorships in 
the context of their previous involvement. That’s not something we’ve had 
the benefit of before.”

Tips for Virtual Sta� 
1. Establish clear goals, 

expectations, and deliverables 
with your supervisor.

2. Know how to set boundaries and
when to stop working. 

3. Communication skills are critical. 
Be very careful with the words 
and tone you use since you don’t 
have the benefit of facial 
expressions and hallway 
conversations. Own up to any 
mistakes ASAP, and make them 
right.

4. Tungle.me is great for scheduling
 calls across time zones.

5. Use the cloud to instant message
 and share files. Skype and video 
conferencing help teams feel 
closer even when hundreds of 
miles apart

netFORUM Brings a Positive ROI to Members and 
Revenue Partners

CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY

The Association of Fraternal Leadership & Values
A Happy Repeat Customer

Based in beautiful Fort Collins, Colorado, the Association of Fraternal 
Leadership & Values provides educational, leadership, and values-based 
experiences and resources to the student leaders and advisors of more 
than 500 fraternity and sorority councils and chapters across the country.

The small AFLV team includes five full-time employees, plus several 
part-time/telecommuting sta� and volunteers who play important roles. 
Tricia Fechter, Director of Member Services, has managed their 
membership management system, netFORUMPro, since its implementation 
two years ago. 

Challenge: Consolidate and improve business systems on a budget

Before netFORUM, AFLV had been with one membership database 
provider for a long time, but as the association grew, sta� wanted to 
consolidate the management of their membership processes and records 
in one place. 

In addition, their old event registration system wasn’t designed for 
associations, particularly one with so many events and conferences. It 
didn’t interface easily with their database and couldn’t provide the reports 
and functions AFLV needed. They knew there had to be a more 
cost-e�ective way to apply their limited resources.

Challenge:  Find a virtual solution for a team on the go

AFLV needed a web-based AMS that was accessible from any location for 
sta� members who spend a lot of time on the road visiting chapters and 
councils, as well as their o�-site sta� and volunteers

When AFLV began the AMS selection process, they started with 15 
vendors and narrowed it down to three before making a final decision. 
Tricia says, “We shopped around and found that Avectra presented the 
best virtual environment out there.”

Before moving to netFORUM Pro, AFLV had initially tried another AMS 
product, but with disappointing results. Despite having a full calendar of 
conferences looming, after nine months they decided they had to make a 
change to a new membership management system, and needed to do so 
quickly. “Avectra understood our needs and could get us up and running” 
says Tricia. The deal was sealed.

Smooth, seamless implementation and integration

AFLV had a fairly new sta� at the time of implementation, but Tricia was 
able to get them trained and acclimated to netFORUM pretty quickly. 
“Implementation wasn’t a challenge for us at all. It was a seamless 
integration. Even our accountant could easily manage the back-end 
financial piece since netFORUM integrates easily with QuickBooks.”

As an AFLV member volunteer (make that super-volunteer) Kyle Jordan 

“netFORUM is proving to be an invaluable resource as we grow our 
association,” says Kyle. “Our exhibitors appreciate the ease with which we 
can provide them comprehensive attendee data, especially demographic 
and social media information. They find tremendous value in being able to 
segment lists and target individuals in a variety of ways through many 
di�erent channels. netFORUM helps us provide our vendors the most 
impactful experience for their dollars, and that’s what it’s all about for 
them -- the dollars and ROI.”

Avectra’s customer support exceeds expectations

The AFLV team especially values the support they receive from Avectra. 
Tricia says, “When our o�ce manager emails questions to Avectra about 
reports or QuickBooks reconciling, she receives a response in minutes.” 

Tricia says Avectra has been an example for them to follow when using 
social media to reach out and help their members and customers. 
“Sometimes I’ve asked Avectra a question via social media and I get an 
instantaneous response. About 30 seconds later someone calls to answer 
my question. And then, someone else calls 15 minutes later to make sure 
I’m happy with the response.”

Advice: Take advantage of the Avectra community 

The AFLV team has learned that the more they know about netFORUM, 
the more they can take advantage of its full potential. Kyle says, “Learning 
doesn’t stop when you open the box and the product is on your desktop. 
That’s why we go to Avectra’s users conference. You have to take the time 
to understand everything it can do because it really is a robust tool. We 
want to learn how to use all of it e�ectively so we can provide the best 
possible experience to our members.”

Tricia enjoys learning from fellow netFORUM users in the Avectra online 
community. She agrees with Kyle that the Avectra Users and Developers 
Conference “is a great place to meet other users, ask questions, share 
successes, and learn from each other.” 

As AFLV evolves, netFORUM evolves 

“We’re really happy with netFORUM,” says Tricia.“We like how it’s evolved 
since we’ve been using it, adding new functionality with every release. 
That’s the biggest benefit of netFORUM: as it evolves, it provides us with 
additional ways to provide a better member experience. As our 
association evolves and grows, we know this tool will grow along with us. 
It’s a natural fit.” 

In fact, AFLV is growing. While we prepared this case study, AFLV hired a 
new full-time employee – netFORUM super-user Kyle Jordan. It also 
announced a merger with another association and the launch of a new 
association management company to run both organizations. Tricia says, 
“The other organization didn’t use netFORUM, but we’re in the process of 
beginning implementation. I suppose you could say we’re repeat 
customers now.”
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That’s the biggest 
benefit of netFORUM: 
as it evolves, it 
provides us with 
additional ways to 
provide a better 
member experience. 
As our association 
evolves and grows, we 
know this tool will 
grow along with us.

“netFORUM is proving to be an invaluable resource as we grow our 
association,” says Kyle. “Our exhibitors appreciate the ease with which we 
can provide them comprehensive attendee data, especially demographic 
and social media information. They find tremendous value in being able to 
segment lists and target individuals in a variety of ways through many 
di�erent channels. netFORUM helps us provide our vendors the most 
impactful experience for their dollars, and that’s what it’s all about for 
them -- the dollars and ROI.”

Avectra’s customer support exceeds expectations

The AFLV team especially values the support they receive from Avectra. 
Tricia says, “When our o�ce manager emails questions to Avectra about 
reports or QuickBooks reconciling, she receives a response in minutes.” 

Tricia says Avectra has been an example for them to follow when using 
social media to reach out and help their members and customers. 
“Sometimes I’ve asked Avectra a question via social media and I get an 
instantaneous response. About 30 seconds later someone calls to answer 
my question. And then, someone else calls 15 minutes later to make sure 
I’m happy with the response.”

Advice: Take advantage of the Avectra community 

The AFLV team has learned that the more they know about netFORUM, 
the more they can take advantage of its full potential. Kyle says, “Learning 
doesn’t stop when you open the box and the product is on your desktop. 
That’s why we go to Avectra’s users conference. You have to take the time 
to understand everything it can do because it really is a robust tool. We 
want to learn how to use all of it e�ectively so we can provide the best 
possible experience to our members.”

Tricia enjoys learning from fellow netFORUM users in the Avectra online 
community. She agrees with Kyle that the Avectra Users and Developers 
Conference “is a great place to meet other users, ask questions, share 
successes, and learn from each other.” 
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“We’re really happy with netFORUM,” says Tricia.“We like how it’s evolved 
since we’ve been using it, adding new functionality with every release. 
That’s the biggest benefit of netFORUM: as it evolves, it provides us with 
additional ways to provide a better member experience. As our 
association evolves and grows, we know this tool will grow along with us. 
It’s a natural fit.” 

In fact, AFLV is growing. While we prepared this case study, AFLV hired a 
new full-time employee – netFORUM super-user Kyle Jordan. It also 
announced a merger with another association and the launch of a new 
association management company to run both organizations. Tricia says, 
“The other organization didn’t use netFORUM, but we’re in the process of 
beginning implementation. I suppose you could say we’re repeat 
customers now.”
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